Scenario 3

Telescoping Flagpole
User Manual

Base

Dig a hole for the base
Soil Ground

Fill in quick concrete
(not included)

If you need to set up the flag pole on a soil
ground, please dig a hole for the base and
insert the flag pole. After that, fill in the hole
with enough quick concrete to further
secure the flag pole. (Customer needs to
buy quick concrete additionally.)
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Safety Instruction

Scenario 2

1. Keep the small parts away from children to avoid risk of choking.
2. It is recommended to take down the flagpole and lower the flag
in windy weather.
3. Ensure the sections are locked up securely before erecting the
flag pole up.
4. Stop pulling each section up once it is locked up.

You can also secure up the flag pole by attaching it to a brick wall
with securing hardware. (Customer needs to buy bricks and securing
hardware separately)

Package Contents

Golden Ball x 1

Carabiner x 4

Flag x 1

Brick Wall

Bottom Cover x 1

Base x 1

Securing Hardware

Telescoping Pole x 1
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Assembly Instructions
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Seal up the bottom of the flag pole with the bottom cover.

Scenarios of Setting up the Flag Pole
Scenario 1

Install the golden ball onto the top of the telescoping pole.
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quick concrete is needed
(not included)

Concrete Cube Base
Concrete Ground

You can use quick concrete to form a concrete cube base to secure
up the flag pole. (Customer needs to buy quick concrete additionally.)
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Hook two carabiners to the corresponding holes on the flag.
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Rotate the top section and the adjacent section as the arrows
shown and then stretch out the top section.

Install the flag on the top section as shown.
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Rotate the top section and the adjacent section as the arrows shows to
lock up the top section.
Note˖
1. Do not exert too much force when locking up the sections
2. Keep each joint inserted at least 6 inches for better securing.
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Stretch out each section and lock them up in the same way as
step 3.
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